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Student Org Accused of Censorship
By Chip Powell
There's a touchy subject between the Independent and Student Organization, a topic which

could easily be translated into infr_i ngement on the ~am pus paper's
First Amendment rights.
This point of controversy stems

Morehouse Expels Two,
Suspends Eight After Frat Pledge Dies
(CPS)--Two students have been
expelled and eight more suspended
following the Oct. 18 death of an
Alpha Phi Alpha pledge at Atlanta's
Morehouse College.
"Clearly we want - to send a
message to fraternities that hazing
of any kind is not tolerated and
will not be tolerated," said Morehouse spokesman Robert Bolton.
"From our standpoint, the college
defines hazing as harassment,
mental and/or physical.
Pledges told Alpha Phi Alpha
state director Robert W illis they
were "pushed and shoved around"
when the failed to answer q uestions about the frate rn ity correctly.
Dr. Joseph Burton, Cobb County
medical examiner, said an autopsy
did not reveal any b ruises or visible injuries on Joe l Harris, who
collapsed during the questioning.
Other pledges said the y didn 't see
the sophomore get hit.
Medica\ examiners say Harris
had an enlarged heart, which contributed to his death.
Alpha Phi Alpha-the nation's
oldest black fraternity--prohibits
hazing, which is considered a crime
in Georgia.

In late Auguest, Zeta Beta Tau
and Tau Kappa Epsilon went further. The two banned pledging as
a way to end a series of hazing
deaths, injuries, fights and racial
incidents at various houses at
Rutgers University and at the universities of Lowell, Tennessee, Texas
and California, to name a few.
The Morehouse tragedy "continues to point out the need to
persist in education about and
eradicating hazing" said Jonathan
Brant, head of the Indianapolisbased national lnterfraternity
Council.
In 1988, Morehouse stopped
movie director Spike Lee, a Morehouse alum, from fi nishing filmi ng
"School Daze" on campus in part
because it featured hazing scenes.
In October a Morehouse judiciary court, made up of admi nis-

from discussions by the Ed itorial
Board, the ruling body of the lndependent, to produce a "spoof" issue. A "spoof'' issue is an insert in
the Independent, produced once a
year for the entertainment of the
student body.
When the intention to produce
a "spoof'' was brought before the
Executive Board, the ruling body
of Student Organization, their
position was made very clear very
quick.
The Independent cannot utilize its funds for the purpose of
producing a "spoof."
Student Organization's reaction
is the result of a libel suit against
the Independent in 1985 because
of the content of their "spoof." The
case, however, was dismissed. Since
then, the Independent has not been
allowed to produce a "spoof'' issue.
This was determined in 1985

by Student Organization for the
good of the stl,ldents, acc~rdi ng to
Stephanie Faser Business Manager for Student Organization.
In a recent discussion with the
Student Press Law Center in Washington, D.C., attorney Mark
Goodman stated that a student
government cannot legally determine the content of a student
newspaper.
A compromise, presented by
the Editor-in-Chief of the lndependent, was submitted, allowing
Student Organization's lawyer to
review the content of the "spoof"
before it was to be printed. Any
libelous material identified would
have been eliminated.
The lawyer refused to undertake the task and the Independent,
said Faser, cannot produce a "spoof."
This determination would be stated
at the next Executive Board meet-

ing, for the record, she said.
Further investigation into the
transcripts of all Executive Board
meetings showed that if the "spoof"
were discussed, and decisions
made, it was off the record and not
included in the minutes of any
meeting held this semester. The
same held true for Student Counci I.
In a subsequent discussion, the
Vice President of Student Organization, Tom Green, could locate
nothing in Student Organization's
constitution and by-laws prohibiting the production of a "spoof" by
the Independent. The rule restricting the Independent appears to be
unwritten.
Does Student Organization have
the right to say what can or cannot
be printed? Supreme Court Justice
Hugo L. Black wrote, "The Press
was to serve the governed, not the
governors."

Kean Professor Named To
Great Swamp Advisor Committee

trators and faculty mem bers, im-
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posed the most severe penalties
they could on the 10 fraternity
members, whose names were not
released.
Bolton said Alpha Phi Alpha
broke at least two Morehot1se rules
by beginning the pledge process
before the sanctioned Oct 19 date.

past seven years. •1 c1m glad to see
thattheissueofthegreatswamp is
finall y being addressed", he says.

Kean Receives Educational Grant
By Brenda Foy
The Instruction, Curriculum, and 3 or 6 credits to each student. Only
Administration department recently on spe~ial occasions can we give
received a $157,000 grant from 9 credits, as there are so many
the U.S. Department of Education applicants." The credits are perforstudents majoring in bi-lingual, semester for the duration of the
English as a Second Language, and grant.
Special Education. The grant will
The ICA department is no
be used as scholarship money over stranger to grants, having received
the next three years.
over $1 million over the past 10
Dr. Jose G. Baldassini of the years. Dr. Baldassini mentioned
ICA department and also the coor- the work of Dr. Anna Marie Schudinator of th is project, said stu- mann, now a Dean in the area,
dentswiththefollowingqualifica- and also that of Dr. Mimi Rosentions may apply for the grant money; berg. Dr. Annette Lopez wi.11 work
a matriculated student of the col- with Baldassini as the director of
lege, employeed in certain areas this project.
defined by the grant, including
"Kean College has many stuNewark, Elizabeth, Perth Amboy, dents who receive their Master's
Union City, and Jersey City, and degree in bi-lingual education,"
must be able to produce a letter Baldassini commented. "Bi-lingual
from their supervisor or principal education encompasses many difcoordinator of the program to ver- ferent languages here (Kean), but
ify that the student is working i~ in this area, the three main ones
the defined area.
are Spanish, Portugese, and CreBaldassini noted, "We try to ole French." This is due to the
give the money to as many stu- population distributions in New
dents as we can, and we try to give Jersey, he noted.
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Dr. Joseph Mahoney, New Jersey's newest member of Great Swamp
Advisory Committee.
Photo byMgle Ltuzza
By Lisa Ferman
Dr. Joseph Mahoney, an associate professor of biology at Kean
College, was named to New Jersey's Great Swamp Advisory
Committee, a new council devel-

oped by the State Departme nt of
Environmental Protection.
Mahoney, who teaches ecology and is especially know! ~dgeable about raptors and other birds,
has been doing research with his
students on the Great Swamp

The Great Swamp Advisory
Committee was designed to look
at the process of protecting the
great swamp, which is located in
Morris County. They plan to maintain and control flooding, pollution, habitat destruction and impacts on natural resources.
Members of the Committee
include local Morris County politicians, building representatives, a
number of conservation organizations, and academic professionals.
Mahoney has been a faculty
member at Kean since 1972. He
received his bachelor of science
and master of science degrees from
the University of Rhode Island and
then achieved a doctor of philosophy degree from the University of
Georgia.

Students Today Want Better Grades Without
The Work, Prof Poll Says
(CPS)--Students today are more
interested in getting better grades
than their predecessors, but are
more willing to cheat to get them,
the natio n's professors said in a
poll.
Students' study habits generally aren't very good, the professors added in the survey, conducted
by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.
''Today's faculty present a discouraging portrait of students," said
. Carnegie President Ernest Boyer in
the foreword to ''The Condition of
the Professoriate: Attitudes and
Trends, 1989," which was released
Nov. 5
· Of the 5,450 professors polled,
70 percent said students have
·become more grade-conscious over
the past five years, b ut 43 percent
said students are more likely to

dowment for the Humanities (NEH)
separately issued a call to alter all
students' graduation requirements
"About two-thirds of the faculty to include 50 hours of liberal arts
say that too many students are ill- classe s.
prepared for academic life, and
The professors in the Carnegie
they conclude that their institution poll felt better about their camspends too much time and money puses than they did about their
teaching students what they should students.
have learned in high school," Boyer
Forty-nine percent of the prowrote.
fessors called their school "very
The study, conducted every five good" places to work, up from 41
years to measure faculty mem- percent in the 1984 survey.
In addition, 75 percent of the
bers' feelings about their lives,
concludes that "public education, ful I-ti me professors surveyed
despite six years of reform, is still thought their institutions were
producing inadequately prepared providing undergraduates with an
"excellent" or ''better than adequate"
students."
The professors also thought their general education.
"Despite the tensions, we beschools should emphasize giving
students a broad liberal education lieve the American professoriate
instead of narrower, specialized is, today, in a healthier state than it
was five years ago," the report
training.
In October, the national En- says.

cheat and 55 percent said students
do only enough to get by.
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The Freshman Center

Campus Calendar

What's Going On.

• •

Saturday, December 9, 1989 .
8 am - 2 pm

N.T.E. Exam

Din ing Rms 2&3

Sunday, December 10, 1989
7- 9 pm

Mass

Room B

Monday, December 11, 1989
1 - 5 pm

Developme ntal Studies
Sigma Beta Ch i

7 - 10 pm

Browsing Room
Browsing Room

Tuesday, December 12, 1989
9 am - 5 pm
7 - llpm
7-11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - llpm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
1:40 - 3 pm
1:40 - 3 pm
1:40 - 3 pm

Dev. Studies
Rho Theta Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
A.M.A.
J.S.U.
Assoc of Indian St.

1:40 - 3
1 :40 - 3
1:40 - 3
1:40 - 3
1 :40 - 3
1:40 - 3
1 :40- 3
1 :40 - 3

G.CC
LS.A.
I.V.CF.
PROUD/SCSC
Delta Epsilon Chi-DECA
S.A.M.
A.CM.
Day Care Center

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

1 :40 - 3 pm
1:40 - 3 pm
1:40 - 3 pm

Pre Law Club
Commuter Club
E.E.O . Tutorial

1 :40 - 3
1:40 - 3
1:40 - 3
1 :40 - 3
1 :40 - 3

E. E.O.
Chinese Cultural Club
Zionist Assoc.
Memorabilia
Learning Assistance

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

1:40 - 3 pm
1:40 - 3 pm
1~40- 3 pm

1:40 - 3 pm

E.E.O.
learning Assistance
E..E..O .
E.E.O.

Browsing Room
Browsing Room
Dining Room 2
Dining Room 3
Alumni lounge
Room A
Room B
W-307
J-136
J-135
J-138
J-203
J-142
J-140
J-134
W-411
T-212
Campus Sch
South - 108
J-133
Freshman Center
J-301, 303, 304,
307,308
J-204A
J-139
J-131
J-335
J-338, W-213,
215
J-337
B-212B

'' THE OTHER SIDE''
Hmmm. I might be sorry I asked.
Students have been telling me about
the things teachers do that really
send them up the wall. For example:
"I DIDN'T GET YOUR TESTS
GRADED. MAYBE NEXT WEEK."
-This is especially.popular if the test
was three weeks ago. Or ...
"l'VE DECIDED TO ASSIGN A
TERM PAPER. IT'S DUE NEXT
WEEK." Terrific! Then there's ...
"I ABSOLUTELY REQUIRE YOU
TO GETTO CLASS ON TIME!" but
the prof him/herself is not on time.
Of like ilk ... ~
"ATTENDANCE IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED!" followed by
the prof's own unannounced, repeated, and uncovered absences.
Students also love...
"OKAY, PEOPLE, WE'RE HAVING A POP QUIZ!" Or ...
"THE BOOK IS ABSOLUTELY
REQUIRED!" but it's never used or
discussed. Then there are the more
personally intimidating items, such
as:
"WHY,
MS. JONES,
I
THOUGHT YOU'D DROPPED
THE CLASS!" Pronounced in front
of the class, when the student's

N.S.A. Debate
Mid Day Live
Developmental Studies
CW.A.
5.CS.C
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Rho Sigma Chi
A.M.A.
E.E.O.

3:05 - 4:20 pm

E. E. 0 . Tutorial

3:05
3:05
3 :05
3:05
3:05
3:05

E. E. O .
CE.C
I.V.CF.
PROUD/S .CS .C
E.E.O .
E.S.L. Club

Job #2002, l~tern, Salary: None, Communications/Marketing Majors
Job #2001, Lab Technicians, Salary: Open, Chemistry Majors
Job #1063, Teacher, Salary: Varies, Elementary Early Childhood Majors
Job #1062, Project Director, Salary: $5.00, Marketing Majors
Job #1061, Database Programming Asst., Salary: _$ 9.00, Computer Science Majors

Job #1 061A, Chi ld Advocate Counselor, Salary: Open, Physical Education Majors

J-339

W-401

Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
Browsing Room
Dining Rms 2&3
Dining Rms 2&3
Alumni Lounge
Dining Room A
Dining Room B
W-307
J-135, 136, 137,
138
J-301, 303, 304,
307,308
J-204A
J-139
J-142
J-140
B-208B
J-134

Thursday, December 14, 1989
7 pm - 1 am
9 am - 5 pm
6 - 11 pm
4:30 - 9 pm
7-llpm
7:30 - 10 pm

Lambda Theta Phi
Developme ntal Studies
Africana Studies
Kappa Delta Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Rho Sigma Chi

Job #1 055, Purchase

& Sales Specia list, Salary: $7 .00, Economics Majors/Mgt. Sci

CC Cafe
Browsing Room
Dining Rms 2&3
Alumni Lounge
Dining Room A
Dining Room B

Job #2001, Asst. Counselor, Salary: $5.00-$10.00, Therapeutic/Recreation Majors
Job #2017, Recreation Supervisor, Salary: Varies, Recreation Majors
Job #2037, Playground (Summer), Salary: Varies, Recreati on/Physical Education Majors
KEAN COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
ROOM T-209

Career Services Center
All students and alumni interested in signing up for appointments fo r Dece mber, may do so
beginn ing November 15, 1989 in the Career Services Center, lo~ated in the ma in build ing of the East
Campus. For additional information about the On-Campus Recruitment Program, please call 201 -5272040
DATE

COMPANY

MAJORS AND POSITIONS

12/07/89

H & M International
Transportation, Inc.
Secaucus, NJ

Management Trainees for Sales,
Finance and Data Processing
positions. Management Science,
Marketing, Accounting, Computer
Science, Transportation and
International Studies majors.
Jun iors, Seniors and Alumni.

12/07/89

Tops Appliance City
East Hanover, NJ

Sales Re presentative and
Custome r Service positions.
Any interested majors. Seniors,
unde rgraduates and Alumni.

12/11/89

Our House, Inc.
Berkeley Heights, NJ

Social Science positions,
including Directors, Counselors,
Manage rs, Social Work,
Psychology, Special Education or
related majors. Seniors and Alumni.

12/12/89

Staples Office Supply
Stores, Virginia
(N .J. locations)

Management Trainees. Any
inte rested majors. Sen iors
and Alumni.

Dear Connie

Dear Connie,

I wish I could've said what I
really wanted to say, but instead, I
tried to make him feel guilty. I do

this often .
advice?

want to' stop. Any

Signed,
Very Insecure
Dear Insecure,
Try and be a straight talker--be
honest, direct, and don't back down.
Learn to speak up rathe r than let
others push you around . State your
grievances without getting angry.
Say what you mean and let others
know what you want, or the same
situations w ill continue. Good
commun ication is very important
if you're in a relationship.

PHONE 527-2j57

"Let's Talk".
Our Office Hours are: 9:00 - 4 :30 PM Monday-Friday
Interviews: All Day - Monday-Friday
No Appointment Necessary.
NOTE: JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY

The Counseling Center

Last Friday night, I expected to
go out with this guy I've been
dating for a few months. He called
and told me he was planning to go
to-a football game with his friends
and he'd see me next week. I said,
"Oh, ok. I guess I'll just sit home
ALONE. I could've gone to the
movies with my friends, but I'm
sure they're all gone by now. It's
not really important.•

ING AUDIBLY WHE N ASKED TO
REPEAT; RAP IDLY PUTTING
NOTES ON THE BOARD AND
THEN JUST AS RAPIDLY ERASINGTHEM; NOT CONSIDERING
STUDENTS' REPLIES TO QUESTIONS IF THEY DON'T USE THE
EXACT WORDS; IGNORING
STU DENTS WHOSE HANDS ARE
RAISED; CALLING ON ONE PERSON MOST OF THE TIME; USING HIGH LEVEL JARGON;
PUNCTUATING LECTURES WITH
SARCASM; NOT PROVIDING
FEEDBACK TO STUDENTS '
COMMENTS OR WORK; NOT
ASKING FOR OR ACCEPTING
FEEDBACK.
But the most poignant complaint students have given me was
phrased, "SHOWING NO MERCY."
I guess ~tudents sometimes feel
that their place beneath heaven is
missing the gentle rain that allegedly falleth from it.
As I compiled this list, I blushed.
I tell a lot of stories and I can be
sarcastic (I'm sorry!) and there are
other items of which I know I've
been guilty. So thanks for your
candor, students. We're all learning!

Job #2002, Special Asst. to Director, Salary: Varies, Recreation Majors

3 - 4:30 pm
1 - 3 pm
9 am - 5 pm
11 am - 1 :30 pm
5 -11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
3:05 - 4:20 pm
3:05 - 4:20 pm

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

been absent, this is sure humil iation . Or there's ...
"MR. SMITH, YOU'RE A
(member of a specifi c racial or
ethn ic group or perhaps a disabled
person); TELL US HOW YOU
PEOPLE FEEL ABOUT THIS ISSUE!" So where's the nearest hole
to crawl into? Speaking of being
tarred with someone e lse's brush,
there's:
''THERE ARE ONLY HALF OF
you HERE! YOU'VE GOTTO BE
HERE! ATTENDANCE IS IMPO RTANT!" Etc. Hmmm. But prof,
you'reyelltr,gatthewrongpeople.
We're here!
Of course, students have an
impressive list of professorial lecture idiosyncrasies, such as TELLING ONE'S LIFE STORY REPEATEDLY; USING JO KES OR EXAMPLES FROM THE DARK AGES
(more than five years ago); USING
NOTE CARDS THAT ARE YELLOWED WITH AGE; SPEAKING
IN A MONOTONE, PACING THE
ROOM OR STANDING STOCK
STILL OR, WORSE, SITTING
BEHIND THE DESK; TALKING
TOO FAST; REPEATING POINTS
OVER AND OVER OR GROAN-

Co-op Jobs= Academic Credit, Salary, Work Experience

Wednesday, December 13, 1989

- 4:20
- 4:20
- 4:20
- 4:20
- 4:20
- 4:20
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Repeal Over Iron Fist
Lest We Forget
I would like to take this opportunity to ask
for a moment of remembrance.
Forty-eight years ago this day, American
soldiers died in a brutal attack, an attack
which was the start of, for the United States,
World War 11.
However, regrettably, the soldier has not
been left with a positive image because of
the Viet Nam war. People who did not fight
in the war made homecoming for soldiers
one of obscenities, slander and degradation.
And the soldier was left with a negative
image of himself and his duty.
This is, perhaps, the most painful punishment for a crime which was not committed .
Do not condemn a soldier because of war.
No one fears armed conflict more than one
who has to face it.
Look to the leaders, not the individuals,
for the cause of conflict.
Blame the politicians, who seek a higher
position in their government.
Blame the world leaders, who seek more
power, or influence, or territory.

Blame the ones who draw a line between
this nationality and that, cultivating a difference into hatred.
·
These are the ones to blame, not the
soldier. Each soldier has a reason to accept
the duty to fight for his country; each reason
is as individual as the soldier.
All I ask is that you take thi s opportun ity,
on an anniversary marked by pain and
suffering, to think of the individual sold ier.
Remember the. ones who shed blood in
combat, and hold a place of honorfor them.
Remember that, although you may not agree
with the cause, their sacrifices should not be
forgotten.
They are not the ones who start wars; this
task is all too easy. Their task is to finish
wars. No greater undertaking ever existed .
Do not let their sacrifices be forgotten,
and do not let their deaths go unnoticed.
Thank you.
Edward L. (Chip) Powell
Second Lieutenant
United States Army

Dear Editor,
In a letter published state-w ide
outlin ing his belief that "... le galization (of recreational drugs) would
bea bold step in adecidedlywrong
d irection", New Jersey's Attorne y

General Peter Perratti, Jr., has
al igned himself w ith most othe r
generals in our supposed war on
drugs; fighting the fight w ith the ir
he ads in the sand . Why e lse would
he and they be so m istaken and
why e lse wou ld we be losi ng the
war so badly?
W ith all due respect for Mr.
Perretti and others of li ke m ind,
you a re ~ ollectively wrong w ith
re gard to t he ta ctic of "legalization". "Repeal" is not on ly preferable to "getting tougher'' in this
Dear Editor,
war, it is absolu tely essential ,
Another election COITT'!S and goes
and I once again choose not to
because no sustainable solution to
parti c ipate.
the problem of drug abuse wil_l
How can I vote for individuals
ever be obtained so long as we
that advocate this barbaric and
hold out hope that sanctions will
sadistic system of injustice.
do the job for us--which, of course,
they won't.
What has more rights than a
new born human? Yet they are
As with most get-toughers, Mr.
treated with a total lack of respect
Perretti's arguments often are less
and understanding.
a substantiation of positio,:i than
Who has the right to cut off part . they are examples of the pot callof a baby's body through unneeded
ing the kettle black. They would
and harmful "surgery"? This soci have us believe for example that
ety seems to think that's ok. Circumthose who suggest repeal of sanccise because that's how we were tions as a necessary first step in the
treate d attitude. Don't look at this war, are offering simplistic solume ntally sick act for what it is. tions. This coming from a group
Only try to justify the action be- who want to deal with a problem
cause it is being done.
as complex as substance abuse-A comple te cessation of this by passing laws against it! Gad,
butche ry called circumcision, what will they suggest next, laws
unless 100% medically needed
against hurricanes and earthquakes?
would be a first step toward be- The story of the king who comcoming really civilized. The deci- manded the waves to stop breaksion to circumcise a child or an
ing on the shores of his realm
adult has got to be taken out of the should be required reading for all
jurisdiction of individual physi- who favor this course of action.
cians and parents. Personal prejuIn like vein, the accusation that
dice and biases overshadow the we on the repeal side have come
individuals right to a complete to our conclusions without carefu\
physical system.

Unwanted
Surgery

This talk about human rights

and freedom is just an ugly mask
covering the abuses and insults
shown toward the children and
the uninformed who have been
tricked into thinking circumcision
has merit.
We live under a system whose
laws hinde r a child's chances of
grOvVing up to be mentally healthy.
An unnatural situatio n, circumcision, has been a loud to escal ate
a nd look at the resul ts. The most
sexua lly weak coun try in the history of human development.
All the so-cal.led experts w ill
discuss this issue fo r years to come
w hile the kids w ill continue to be
subjected to this savage brutality
known as the land of the free,
governed by a system based on a
lack of decency and heaped in pile
of egotistical fanaticism.
Do you still wonder why I don't
vote?
Thank you
Johnny Pelton

Classified
Confusion
Dear Editor,
I commend the news pape r, The
Independent on a job welI done. I
am pleased with the head li nes as
well as the articles a nd adve rtisements. They are brief and to the
po int.
The re is o ne fl aw that shou Id be
worked on but it does not a lter my
opin ion. It' s the classified section.
The section head ings list o ne thing
such as jobs. Following a short list,
lost and found items and ple ase
take me pets are all included under that same he ading. Why advertise something unde r one he ading whe n later list othe rs wh e re
the first should be?
That was my major concern.
Order. Other than that, minor
misreadings baffle me.
..
Dujuan Griffin

considerati on of the shortcomings
ofou r positi on is baloney. It seems
to this w ri te r that we see (and
acknowledge) the de fic iencies and
dOvVnside risk of our remed ies much
more cle a rly than the get-toughers
do theirs. If only they we re w illing
to take an obje ctive look, they'd
d iscove r that gett ing tougher has
ce ased _to be a part of t he so lutio n
at all (i ndeed if it eve r was) an d
now is a substa nti al part of ·the
proble m.
In po int of fact, that is one of the
main reasons many of us champion repeal. It certainly is not a
solution in and of itself- but it would
free up our time, energies, and resources to uncover and implement
real solutions, of which sanctions
will neverbeone. Obviously the re
is no easy way out of this hell; eac h
attemplto deal with it w ill leave its
own b itter taste--but severe illnesses require strong medicine. In
fact, if our solution stinks as much
as the get-toughers say it does,
that's not such a bad recommendation. Strong medicine often does.
It could even be argued that if the
steps you advocate for solving this
problem do not stink at least as
much, it may be an indication that
they are not up to the job!
In any case, the drugs have
been wi th us since our days in the
trees; they've never gone away,
never will; and neither will our use
and abuse of them. We have shown
that we can survive that malady.
I'm just not sure we can survive
the cure you folks suggest for it.
Fp.nk~·

Writers must sign letters and provide a full name and a daytime
phone number. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer d~monstrates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the nght to
edit for length. Letters should be timely and of ~eneral int~rest. Only
original letters addressed to the Independent will be co_ns1dered. The
opinions expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the editors.
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Commentar~
Campus Life - - B y Eric L. Greenberg--

For What A Picture i Worth

•••

. --Kean College went out of their way to implement new
security measures in the housing buildings for this school
year. Then, when the front door to Whiteman Hall refuses
to stay locked, no one bothers to fix it. Go figure?
--Remember kids, no live christmas trees in the dorms.
--Will the elevators in Burch Hall ever work more than
half the ti me? For that matter, wi 11 more than half the outside
lighting around campus ever be lit?

_____.J____,....___

--Get you wallets out. Payment for advanced spring
registration is due by tomorrow. Just when you thought you
had enough money for the holidays, too.
--There are ants in the College Center bathrooms. Agh!!I
--WANTED: New Assistant Housing Director/Pharmaceudical Sales Representative to fill vacant position at Kean
College.

Letters

Continued

Tennis Court Disgrace;
An Inefficient Eyesore
Dear Editor,
face and net the dorm courts rather
The dorm area tennis courts are than install a w _
h ole lighting sysa well lit eye sore. It is really tem at the East Campus courts?
shameful that a facility that is used
Some may argue that if a new
so much is so neglected. Almost surface and nets were to be inevery day, weather permitting, I stalled they would only be dehave observed students trying to stroyed by those who play hockey
play tennis on those disgraceful or lacrosse on them. Why not
courts. The nets have been torn compromise? Resurface and net
down
many times that the only three of the courts and leave the
one left sags on its posts. The rest open for other recreation such
poorly patched, decaying surface as hockey and lacrosse. To have
of the courts makes it more of three nice playable courts are bettackling an obstacle course rather
ter than four deteriorating unplaythan playing tennis.
able ones. If a facility is mainAs a member of the tennis team
tained, it is more likely to be rehere at Kean, I know that a few of
spected than one that is not. If this
our matches were not fully com-· college begins to take a I ittle more
pleted on account of darkness. If pride in itself, I believe the stuthe dorm area courts were play- dents will do the same.
able, matches could have been
Sincerely,
completed under the lights. Would
Leah Buono
it not be more reasonable to sur-

The Thrill Of The Bust
Dear Editor,

I would like to commend Kean
College's Housing Department for
their careful viewing and screening of the Resident Assistances in
Rogers Hall. How the hell could
we end up with three of the most
incompetent in R.A. history? Since
I do not want to expose their identities we'll call them Mike, Lisa

so

Course

Variety

Dear Editor,

I would like to commend Kean
College for offering a variety of
courses from many different majors. I find it very easy to get the
courses I want in the time slots I
want them in.
This convenience makes my
schedule easier to follow and my
commute less hectic. It also lets
me schedule my classes around
my part-time job. It's a pleasure
going to school and work when
you can balance the two evenly.
December 21 will be the last issue of the 1989 Independent. Friday, Dec. 15, 12
The variety of courses that Kean
noon, is the deadline for letters to the Editor. All letters received after that time will
offers helps me maintain that balbe held until next semester.
ance.
_
C indy Gormley

and Herman. Also known as Larry,
Moe and Curley.
Never have I met such individuals that get an overflowing
high in catching students doing
something wrong. For example, a
couple of weeks ago this Curley
character put his ears to students'
doors to see if the students had
alcohol in their rooms. Granted
you are not suppose to have alco-

MEN
So if you ...

Enjoy Sports _
Have School Spirit
Are In Good Physical Shape

-ANDKnow how to pick up women
Then perhaps you are
qualified to join the
ranks of the

KEAN COLLEGE
'

CHEERLEADING SQUAD
All men and women welcome.
Practises at 3 p.m. M-W-F.
D'Angola Gym or call 351-4130.

1-,

Sincerely,
Patrick J. Duffy .

The Kean Challenge
Dear Editor,

I am a freshman at Kean College this year. My experience has
been enjoyable to this point, and I
have found the people and curriculum quite enlightening.
As I arrived at school, it was my
impression that the staff was here
to help me. They seemed to welcome the students with open arms
for all situations - problems, questions, successes. I feel at home
here because, for the most part,
classmates and staff are willing to
open up to help and share themselves in a team effort. It is a very

secure feeling to know someone
can help, especially with
schoolwork.
The curriculum at Kean has
proven to be quite cha I lenging. All
of my courses demand attention
and all have been very challenging to me thus far.
I'm sure you, as an editor, receive many derogatory letters. I
just wanted to tell you that I think
Kean is an enlightening and challenging place to further anyone's
• education.
Sincerely,
David Keppler

You're In Good Hands
Dear Editor,

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD

hol in your apartment. But if those
students get the alcohol in their
apartment without the R.A.'s knowing it, more powerto them. I could
write a book on these three individuals but it would never end.
Keep up the good work Larry, Moe
and Curley.

I would like to commend the
security and first aid squad on the
fine job they are doing with keeping order and taking care of the
students at Kean College. Each day
there is a problem at school that
requires the help of these two
departments. Whenever I go up to
the school, I know that I wi II be in
good hands. The police are very
strict with the parking because they

don't want anyone on campus that
shouldn't be there. The first aid
squad works in conjunction with
the health services to take care of
anyone that is hurt, sick, or in
trouble. The ~quad has two trucks
that cover Kean and the outside
community. I am extremely impressed with everything that Kean
has a group of people that are so
dedicated to the people.
Chadd Heyman

Student Count
Dear Editor,

I would like to commend the
advisors in the Early Childhood
Education department, for taking
their time to help those students in
need.
As registration for Spring '89
approaches, everyone is anticipating the next semester, and for some
the possibility of graduation. This
means thousands of students running around trying frantically to
find classes that will help them
obtain their degree.
For me the advisors in the Early
Childhocxl Department, have taken
the time to sit down and discuss
my future classes and explain to
rne just how college works.

As one of those students who
was running around like a chicken
with out a head, I really appreci- ·
ated these busy people taking the
time and patience to help me. It
really made me believe that as a
student I count, and that there are
people on this campus who really
care about the students.
Sincerely,
A Third Semester Freshman

Manny Cantor is on
vacation during which
time his column will not
appear. Mr. Cantors'
column will resume In
the spring semester.
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Daytona Beach May Pull In The Spring
Break Welcome Mat After 1990
(CPS) College students may soon
have to find another town to crash
at during spring break vacation.
Daytone Beach, Fla., officials
say 1990 may be the last year they
welcome students to vacation there
during the annual 'Week of Hell."
City visitors bureau officials say
they will send a squad of representatives to a number of campuses in
early 1990 to warn students to
behave well when they head south
this spring.
"We want students to party, but
we want them to do it responsi' bly," said Suzanne Smith, director
of the city's spring break task force.
Smith said Daytona Beach, one
of the last places left that actually
welcomes students for spring break,
may follow other vacation spots
like Miami Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Palm Springs, Calif., and,
most recently, Virginia Beach, Vir.,
in discouraging them from congregating there if things don't
change.

Since 1984, seven people have
died and 34 have been injured in
falls from Daytona hotel and motel balconies. Last spring, the city
was largely unable to control the
400,000 students who visited, Smith
reported.
Students trashed hotels, urinated
on lawns, passed out in driveways
and disturbed residents with blaring radios.
"The community is no longer
willing to put up with that, even
though the visitors spend an estimated $120 million in the area,"
Smith said.
"The message we're taking to
campuses," she explained, "is that
we want students to come to
Daytona." When they get there,
however, they will find stricter
rules to regulate drinking, and a
variety of nonstop activities to keep
students busy.
"The problems arise when kids
just sit around and drink," she
observed.

'.

Piz.za Deliverers Assaulted
on Howard U. Campus
(CPS)--A rash of assaults on
people attempting to deliver pizzas to students at Howard University has convinced some local pizza
places to stop bringing pizzas to
campus.
"Two or three" assaults on pizza
deliverers have been reported this
semester, said Lawrence Dawson,
director of security at the Washington, D.C., college. "It's abnormal because we've had none in
the past.•
Pizza store owners, however,
report more than "two or three"
crimes against delivery people,
citing instances of wrecked cars,
physical attacks and robberies at
least since last March.
Police have no suspects, although some pizza sellers believe
the assailants may be students.
Regardless of who the culprits
are, the sellers are dismayed . Eric
Adams, owner of a nearby Pizza
Hut, drafted an open letter to
Howard students at the end of
October, pleading with them not
to hurt his employees. Drivers'
cars have been broken into and
lights have been busted, Adams
said, causing more than $500 in
damage since March.

Adams, who has a second restaurant that serves Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., said
his problems are limited to Howard.
No one at Pizza Hut headquarters in Wichita, Kan., has heard of
any similar problems at other
campuses, said spokesman Roger
Rydell.
"It's a problem directed toward
all the operators coming into
campus," Adams said.
A few stores already have
dropped Howard from their routes.
Pizza Movers stopped deliveries
after two drivers were assaulted in
front of Howard Plaza. Another

restaurant, Happy Pizza, suspended
deliveries temporarily after a driver
was assaulted and robbed trying to
make a trip to a Howard dorm last
semester.
A Domino's Pizza deliveryman
was assaulted Sept. 15 while attempting to make a delivery. And
another Domino's outlet stopped
service to Howard in mid-October, partly because of problems
with students.
"If it's not possible for them to
return to campus, the students will
have to live with that decision,
Dawson said.

I

EATING RIGHT IS HIGHLY
LOGICAL.

Eat fewer high-fat foods. Maintain
normal body weight. And live
AMERICAN
long and prosper.
~ CANCER

Recommendations:
Eat high-fiber foods, such as
fruits, vegetables, and whole
grain products.

f SOCIElY®

CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AT
1-800-A0-2345 FOR FREE NUTRITION INFORMATION.

STAR TREK " & c, 1989 PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AUTHORIZED USER.
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Come in

WINTERSESSION
at Middlesex

Count)' College

3 Weeks of Concentrated Learning
Poetry Contest
Deadline December 31
December 31 is the deadline for entering the American
poetry Association's contest. Entry is free and everyone is
welcome to enter.
The Grand Prize is $1,000 and the first prize $500. In
total 152 poets will win cash and publication prizes worth
$11,000.
"Every student who writes poetry should enter this
contest. Our latest $1,000 winner is a student. Students
also won 24 of the other prizes," said Robert Nelson, .
publisher fort he associatibn. "December break should give
students the chance to enter before the deadline."
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six poems,
each no more than 20 lines, name and address on each
page, to American Poetry Association, Dept. CT-90,
250-A Potrero St., P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA
95061. Entries should be mailed by December 31. A new
contest starts January 1.
Each poem is also considered for publication in the
American Poetry Anthology, a leading collection of today's poems.
During eight years of sponsorship the American pootry
Association has run 34 contests and awarded $165,000 in
prizes to 3,100 winning poets.

January 2 -

January 19, Monday through Friday
Plus Saturday, January 13

Three weeks of immersion in a world of your choice
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the wonders of the human mind
Create your own works of art
Try your skill at racquetball or swim in our heated pool
Enter the worlds of Tintoretto, Michelangelo or Rembrandt
Listen to the heartbeat of business and marketing
Chart your path through the fascinating realm of mathematics

All this and more at MCC's WINTERSESSION

Iii\)

Come in out of the cold.

MIDDLESEX

Register in person now at
the Office of the Registrar.
Call (201) 906-2523 for information.

COUNTY COLLEGE
155 MILL ROAD
P.O. BOX 3050
EDISON, NEW JERSEY 08118-3050

The WINTERSESSION work load is heavy. You should expect to spend, for a single course,
about as much time in and out of the classroom on a weekly basis as you would carrying_ _
a full time load in a normal 14 - week semester. If you have the time to invest,
WINTERSESSION could be perfect for you.
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Chinese Mo.o n Festival
By Kelly Tay/or

An interesting and celebrational
night was shared by all at the
Chinese Moon Festival which was
held in the cafeteria here at Kean
College. The festival which was
sponsored by Student Organization and initiated by the Chinese
Culture Club on November 17th
was an evening of reminiscing,
singing, dancing, and an overall
feeling of togetherness.
The Chinese Moon Festival as
told by Sheer Lin, Vice-President

of the Chinese Culture Club is
celebrated because according to
Chinese myth there were 9 moons
and suns, which made the earth
very hot. As a result a man shot
down eight of the suns and moons,
and his people made him king.
When the chance arose for the
king to obtain a "Fountain of Youth"
potion, his wife fearing his power
took off with the potion to the
moon. Thereby leaving husband
and wife very lonely, so the tradition goes they had Mooncakes; a

cake which contains sweet beans,
while mourning over their separation-~hich they never reconciled.

The night included several different events. We listened to several speakers. One being PresidentJonathan Chou of the Chinese
Culture Club, who in his speech
made references to the idea that
Chinese Moon Festival is the near
equivalent of Thanksgiving, it is a
time to be with family and reunite
with the ones we love. He pointed

out that the family of many of the
Chinese (students) wouldn't be there
and this festival was a way of
reuniting if only in our hearts with
our families.
Another speaker Professor
Lawrence of Kean College, addressed the current issues in China;
references were made to Tiannamen
Square, and the shock and the
outrage over the killings of hundreds and subsequent injuries of
thousands, of Chinese Students
demonstrating for Pro-democracy.

He also stated the Berlin Wall
coming down in Germany is indirectly an optimistic sign for Chinese students fighting for reform in
China. And saw Tiannamen square
as a temporary setback in which
the Democratic Movement is far
from over.
Other featured highlights of the
evening were several performances
ranging from Chinese Poetry readings to Chinese Opera to a night
full of Chinese song and dance to
modern dance music.

Los Pleneros Del La 21
By Matthew Tupy

On November 9, in honor of
Puerto Rican month, the Proud
Latinos presented the Puerto Rican
musical group Los Pleneros De La
21 .
The company was introduced
by Vice President Manuel Nunez
and Karen Oviedo. The base of the
music came from drums and tambourines, accompanied by other
instruments and vocals with traditional duet dances, eventually
inviting the crowd to take over the
dancing.
The group was formed and is

based in New York, but all the
members were born in Puerto Rico
and are passing on their heritage of
music and dance through the group.
Most of the music comes from the
turn of the century and all the
instruments are hand made by the
group under their master craftsman and leader Juan Jose Gutierrez.
Sefi ior Gutierrez started the
group in 1983, and since then
have played places such as Lincoln Center and the First International Folklore Festival in the Soviet Un ion and are soon to put out
a new record.

I.S.A.'s

Warm Thanksgiving
By John T. Russell II/

The international Students Association hosted a fund-raising
Thanksgiving banquet, on Wednesday November 16, for needy children from the Presbyterian Center
of Elizabeth. Also attending were
members of the Quad Alliance,
the United Youth Council, and
representatives of Student Organization.
The culinary items available
were good, with one particular
dish that stood out, the Jamaican
potato salad. Although scrumptious to the taste, some may have
had difficulty getting past it's psychedelic pink color. Nevertheless,
the food went quickly.
Dale Brissett, President of LS.A.,
hosted the evening. His topics
touching on issues such as materialism, religious tolerance, and
charity as a form of Thanksgiving
(a very moving rendition of the
story of the good samaritan). The
prayer was given by Paul Brown
Kasim.
Other students contributed to
the evening; Tom Green, from
Student Org., emphasized to the
children the importance of staying
in school and aspiring for higher
education. Representatives of other ,
cultural groups allowed the children to ask questions about their
respective country. Ron Monpunt,
a Kean alumnus, tried to raise the

childrens' quizzical spirit by asking them questions such as "How
many pennies are there in a dollar
fifty." I think the game was to encourage the love of the future learning.
Entertainment was also the order
of the evening, the Presbyterian
Center children staged an impromptu dance routine as "The
Pres Maniacs". Alumnus Larry P.
Rawson, a familiar guest speaker
at many African History classes,
performed a thrilling sax improvisation.
Salaam Ismael, representing the
United Youth Council, taught the
children the D.U. Crew Motto
(Down w/Dope, Up w/Hope);
having the audience repeat after
him; "Respect me, Protect me, Never
neglect me; I have eyes - I can see,
I have ears - 1can hear ... There are
no more impossible dreams; With
pride at my side; With hope, not
dope; I am somebody, I am somebody." Salaam then presented Dale
Brissett with a certificate of honorary membership to the United Youth
Council.
Roger Uman of the Presbyterian Center stated that "Groups
like LS.A. make me feel like Malcom X and Martin Luther King
didn't die for nothing". His center
needs volunteers to work with teens
and children in the Port Elizabeth
area. Roger can be reached at 3 514850 or 67 4-1556. Get Involved!

Enveloped in Song: Los Pleneros Del La 21

Students Committee on Drug Awareness
By Sheila Trapp

The United Youth Council Incorporation, headed by the President Salaam Ismael, and the Black
Student Union, headed by President Craig Morris, will be hosting
a Anti Drug Awareness Summit. A
committee was designed by the
name of Students Committee on
Drug Awareness, for short SCODA.
SCODA is designed for the awakening of the rise of drug pedd Ii ng,
drug abuse, and drug distribution,
especially among juveniles under
the age of 12. The committee's
main purpose is to reach out to
other colleges for support and to
promote drug awareness to students nation-wide.
The recent sentencing of an 8
year old boy of Elizabeth, New

-Association Of
Ind ian
Students
A.I.S.

Seen An Event
Write About It
355-017 4/X2339

Jersey on drug distribution stunned
the public as well as the Black
Student Union. The boy was the
youngest in history to face superior court on a drug charge. The
president of the Black Student
Union, Craig Morris and Jeffrey
Carroll attended the hearing along
with Salaam Ismael in order to extend their concern and sympathy.
The Anti Drug Summit is definately necessary for the awareness
of students everywhere to come
together for the fight against drugs
and their effect. This fight is an on
going process and an extremely
difficult task. In order to accomplish this task, we need the support of students willing to work to
defeat the drug problems. The Summit also includes representatives
from New York and Pennsylvania.

A.l.s.

Meetings every Tuesday
at 1 :40 in
(Hutchinson) J-135

If you have any questions or
would like to get involved, con•tact: United Youth Council-Salaam
tsmael (201) 558-0142 or Black
Student Un ion-Chairperson Kenya
Covington or President Craig Morris
(201) 965-1366.

KEAN COLLEGE
Communication
Help Center
HOT LINE

(201) 289-2101
(201) 527-2360
(201) 527-2330
Monday thru Friday
9 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Saturday thru Sund&)
2 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

Have a Problem?
Want to Rap?
INFORMATION

and
REFERRALS
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By now this should all be rote.
Special thanks to all who contributed throughout the semester. Dan
and I look forward to your Guide
_input in January. Next week will
be the end of the 80's poll, so get
your list of top ten whatevers to the
Indy office no later than Friday at
noon.
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The Surrealists -Where's Dada1
(Vagrant)
My personal find of the past
three months. Seattle has been the
birthing ground for too many bands
as of late (most sound interchan' gable). The Surrealists, however,
do everything wrong and make it
right. In 1989 we hardly need a
band doing the Velvet Underground's "Pale Blue Eyes," but I'm
not complaining that it's here. The
mood of the record is playful and
delicate, as if a single drizzle would
wash it away. And you'd be the
lesser for it. A (Vagrant Records c/
o Erik 4-A Productions 6536 29th
Ave . N.E. Seattle, WA 981 15)
Nice Strong Arm - Cloud Machine E.P. (Homestead)
Four tunes that buzz, with half
recorded live at CBGB's. The sound
imme diately swamps you, drowns
out the lyrics, and then swamps
you some more, leaving you with
littl e rernemberance of what happened, but a pleasant feeling that
it did. B+
White Zombie - God of Thunder (Caroline)
I find them sorta bearable, which
says more about me than them.
But when a band covers a tune you
grew up with (like Kiss' "God of
Thunder''), you have to start wondering whether nostalgia is such a
bad thing. I mean, I like this and
there's no reason why. B+
Doughboys - Home Again (Restless)

It's that stupid punk rock stuff
again. I don't know if I'm just in a
better mood these days or these
records are actually as good as
they seem. There's something
charming about this record. And if
that don't make you gag then you
need this record. B
Suicidal Tendencies- Controlled
By Hate (Epic)
Ripping stuff in the traditional
"Suicyco" way of the Tendencies.

The Doughboys making punk rock feel like the first time.
Alternating between light speed
thrash and grinding dirges. Singer
Mike Muir continues his verbal
assulk on the depresing inadiquacies of life (he's not the most sunny
guy you'll ever meet) Contains aneat
acoustic version of "How Will I
Laugh Tomorrow". Grade B+ (Russ
Dodge)

recommended. Grade A- (Russ
Dodge)
Dreamweaver - Sabbat (Noise

Pliorobylloyl'iJi»

International)
A concept album based on a
fantasy novel, Dreamweaver is an

I

extremely intense thrasher. Clean,
jet engine guitar-work, pounding
drums and very sinsiter vocals extert
a sonic force dangerous to those
who have weak hearts. The inspiration for this concept is a nice
respite from the normal girls and
death routine. Do not play this for
your Grandmother; it might kill
_her. Grade A (Russ Dodge)
Elvis Hitler - Hellbilly (Restless)
The name says it all. This second album from a little known
Detroit hand was eagerly awaited,
and is well worth the wait. The
songs are short, loud, crass and
sometimes just plain stupid, yet
FUN, FUN, FUN. From "Crush,
Kill, Destroy" to "Ghouls" the record never disappoints. I'm already
awaiting a third album. By the
way, if the chance arises to see
them play out, SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY! They're even better
live. A+ (Karyn A. Wallace)
New York Rockers - Various
(Roir)
The tape compiles previously
released recordings on the Roir
label, along with a few rare ities.
Television, Johnny Thunders, Suicide, Richard Hell, 8 Eyed Spy,
Bad Brains and more, contribute
decent, sometimes inspired performances. The tape was put together by Andy Schwartz, who
edited the New York Rocker from
1978-1983.
If you ever wanted to know
what went on beyond the punk
front in New York during the late
seventies, here's your chance. A-

Die Kreuzen - Gone Away EP
(Touch and Go)
The two studio and five live
cuts show why da "Kreuzen" are
the best at alternative metal (yes,
there is such a thing). The studio
cuts, "Gone Away" and "Seasons
of Wither• bristle with high energy
fuzz guitar and heavy vocal passion. The live cuts reproduce selections from their two previous
albums almost exactly. Highly

SPACE SOLUTIONS

/~\· Create An Instant Bedroom

==:==1:r

·-----------------------------

&\

\,,···

Coupon with this ad only.

KYOTO FUTON

EASY BED

From stylish chair, to chaise . to
bed ... in an instant. Perfect for
dorms or apartm ents, easy to
use. Colorful covers and pillows
available.

Adapted from the writings & letters of Charles Dickens

Directed by Philip Wm. McKinley
Music and Lyrics
Philip Wm. McKinley
Suzanne Buhrer

Musical Director
Special Music & Arrangements
Ken Watkins

DECEMBER 7, 8, 9;
14, 15, 16; 20,21,22,23
Wednesday, Thursdays and Fridays, 8 p.m. Performances
Saturdays, 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. Performances
NIKKO FUTON

/

THH CHATHAM PLAYHOUSH

EASY BED
Converts easily lo a comfortable
twin size bed . Full size available .
Both include frame & standard
pedestal. Headboard & storage
drawers additional.

ONLY

23 North Passaic Avenue
(one block off Main Street, Route 24)
Chatham, New Jersey

5168 ;::E

Frame & Futon Package S248

UNION

('

RT 22 E.. Center Island
(Next to the Wiz)

N

687-3300
WOODBRIDGE

r information, please call 635-9886 or 635-7363

RT 1 South
(Just past Capt. G's)

549-7720
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-9. SAT. 10-6. SUN . 12-5

Ticket Sales Open to Public Beginning November 24
Wednesdays-Saturdays, 9:30 a.m. , 12:30 p.m.
At The Playhouse
; /
No Reserved Seats - Group Sales and Student Rates Available

The Sleep & Storage Specialists

-~.

Ti ckets a lso available at Library of the Chathams.

~

.
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.
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If You Gotta Go, Go
By Rob O'Connor
Funny things get us anal-retentive rock critics going. It's true, as
Russ Dodge stated in last week's
The Geezerz are Alright, that many
critics are appalled at the current
in-flux of "old" talent, exemplified
by the re-emergence of the Gratefu I Dead, Stones ... , but I feel Russ
went for too easy a solution. I
agree that ''feelgood" music attracts
a large audience, however, the
irony arises when you look back to
1 the sixties and realize that the Dead
and Stones (as wel I as the Who)
were far from ''feelgood"; they were
counterculture, outlaws waving the
guns of peace (and even that is
sorta incorrect; the Stones wrote
"Sympathy for the Devil," "Street
Fightin' Man," "Midnight Rambler"
and "Stray Cat Blues" during the
period many were concerned with
wearing flowers in their hair.)
Nowadays rock is history (hence,

Classic Rock) and therefore cannot matter the way it did because
it has become what it set out to
destroy. I'm not saying this is
unacceptable. No, it simply means
that Rock is Dead and we should
find new forms to pollute. The
reason so much Rap music is receiving attention is because rappers are writing the rules and
rewriting the rules everyday. Public Enemy make Run-DMC look
like a different era; De La Soul
drop the cliches and write new
ones (which means that in some
ways they're Elvis Costello types,
refuting the tough boy stance and
replacing it with thoughtful nerdiness, that it appeals to so many
only proves its purability).
Village Voice critic Robert
Christgau once wrote about Pete
Town send, that if he is so much
the songwriter wunderkind that so
many champion, then why is it so

many of his songs leave little or no
impression.
Personally, I'm bored with the
Who. I'm tired of people letting
me know that the Stones "didn't
suck half as bad as they expected"
and that they could "almost make
out who was on stage." What are
we going to do in three to five
years when the Classic Rock ticket
runs out? Without sufficient support of up and coming talent, we
will have lost many gifted individuals who weren't nurtured
because we were giving the Geezerz one last ride around the arena.
Open your ears. Rock isn't really
dead. We're just letting it die. If
you doubt what I say, check the
years 1970-76. Many artistic su icides were brought on by frustration due to public indifference.
And honestly, isthereanyonewho
actually wants or needs to hear
-"Stairway to Heaven," "Freebird"
It's the Honeymoon killers! Get the pensioned rockers out of the
or "Hotal California" ever again?
way!
Pl>oo, courte1yof Buy Our Record•

Black Solidarity Week ·c elebrated
During the week of November
5 thru 11 the Black Student Union

celebrated Black Solidarity Week.
During this week a union among
members with similar interest and
responsibilities was formed. The
events held during the week started
with a Family Night Dinner on
Sunday, November 5, 1989. The
BSU had a speaker who spoke to
the parents, family members and
students about unity and the importance of family. Monday, November 6 a film festival was held
in the Little Theater from 12 p.m. s,30 p.m. ,he fi\ms shown were
Marcus Garvey: Toward Black
Nation, Bilko: Breaking the Silence, Native Son, Children of
Apartheid and Black history: Lost,
Stolen, or Strayed.

Tuesday, November 7 the BSU

had an open house. This was heid syncingtoMissYouMuch by Janet
so that students could get acquainted Jackson. All of the Lip Sync acts
with the Black Student Union and should be congratulated for their
some of the services they provide. - efforts.
Wednesday, November 8
Friday, November 10 a workmembers of the BSU went on a bus shop dealing with male and fetrip to Harlem. While in Harlem male relationships was held in the
the students went to a number of BSU office. The speakers for this
locations, did some shopping, ate function were the Brothers of Isdinner and went to the Appol lo lam. To close out the week the
Black Student Union held their
Theater on amateur night.
Thursday, November 9 a Lip Second Annual Basketball TourSync contest was held at East Cam- nament. The event started at 10:00
pus. There were three winners. a.m. and lasted until 5:00 p.m. in
The first place group won with D' Angola gym. Four teams partici-

the two teams to play each other
The chair-person of Black Solifor the championship. Between each darity Week and the chair-persons
game, the crowd was entertained for each event held during the
by the Kean College-BSU dancers week should be proud of themand a slam dunk contest was also selves for a job well done. The
held in which a representative from week of events proved successfu I.
Montclair State College won.
Black Solidarity Week on Kean
During the ga·mes the Kean College-BSU cheerleaders and the BSU College encourages unity, promotes
members chanted and cheered their education and creates thought
team on to victory. The Pharaohs among African-Americans on
representing Kean College won the campus. But let us not forget all
tournamentbybeatingSeton Hall. are invited to share in the develop. ment of a mind.
Congratulations Pharaohs!

their interpretation of the rap song
YOU MUST LEARN by KRS. The

pated in the tournament Upsala
College-BSU, Monmouth College

Seasonal Tips

second place group mixed a number of songs together and also had
some members of the Greek fraternity Omega Psi Phi step in. The
third place group did their lip

-BSU, Seton hall-BSU and Kean
College-BSU . Kean College eliminated Upsala in the first round
game, and Seton Hall d id the same
with Monmouth College leaving

By Tara Stevens
Now that the holidays are vast
upon us, we, the public, must all
head for the cement jungles, surrounded by rows of automobiles.
The stores inside well packed
with 1OO's of people, browsing,
selecting, and purchasing of merchandise.
To combat this time of joy,
anxiety, and indecisiveness, one
must step back, and take a deep
breath-but don't hold it ...
Things to consider:
First, start the race, or you'll be
left in the dust.
Second, make a list of gift receivers with ideas for gifts next to
their name.
Third, pick a suitable gift for
that the receiver will appreciate.
Fourth, keep receipts just in
case.
And finally, happy shopping make it fun - drive carefully, and
enjoy the holiday.

HOLOCAUST RESOURCE CENTER

2nd Floor Library
Mon: 8:00 to 4:30
Tues: 8:00 to 6:00
Wed:·8:00 to 4:30
Thurs: 8:00 to 4:30
Fri: 9:00 to 12:00

\BO's Poll\
Attention everyone! The End of
the Eighties Poll is to be printed in
next week's Indy. Please get your
top ten lists of books, movies,
records and events in ASAP. A one
paragraph explanation for each item
is requested. We will print the
most interesting findings.
We hope you will put thought
into the project and consider the
80's as a whole. We look forward
to conflicting opiniol')S and well
balanced arguments.
All manuscripts should include
name and phone number for verification. Please put them to the
attention of Rob O'Connor or Dan
Lanza at the Independent offices
(CC-115). If you'd prefer to mail,
Hurry! Send to: Rob O'Connor c/o
Throat Culture Magazine P.O. Box
6105 Union, N.J. 07083.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Here's your chance to get involved with graduation
proceedings!
An honorary degree committee for commencement has been formed and we're looking into candidates for this year's distinguished recipients.
Degree candidates are chosen on the following
criteria:

1131 MAGIE AVENUE
UNION • 352-5050
r-------------,
I
10% OFF
I
I
Entire check at lunch or
I

*Prominent contributions to Kean College
(Former staff, faculty, and students, as well as
persons not affiliated with the college)
*Notable benefactions to the State of New Jersey
*Dedication and gifts to society

I dinner with student or faculty I.D. I
Not valid with any other offer or on
I
I
Fri. or Sat. dinner
IL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Exp._12131,ag
_ _ _ .JI
Marguerita Hour Tues.-Fri.
4:30-6:00 Marguerita $2.00
Early Bi rd Special 25% off
any Entree 4:30-6:00

I

J

Lunch T~es.-Fri. 11 :30-2 p.m. /

• Dinner Tues.-Thurs. 4:30-1 O p.m. Fri. & Sat. 4:30-11 pm
Complete Selections Of Mexican Beer & Frozen Marguaritas

All candidates must possess one of these criteria.
Anyone nominated as staff or faculty for Kean College must be retired at least one year from the
college.
Deadline for nominations is DECEMBER 8TH.
Please drop off your suggestions at CC-119 (newspaper office in the College Center) in the News
Editors mailbox. All candidates will be considered.
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Ancient Trading Route Retraced
Every year for close to two
millennia, dhows-- robust, broad-·
beamed sailing ships -- have ridden the autumn monsoon winds
from Arabia to Zanzibar, trading
their cargoes of Arabian dates for
camels, frankince nse, and gold.
For years, Lorenzo Ricciardi had
dreamed of sailing a dhow along
this most ancient of trade routes,
and finally his dream came true.
Likeamodern-daySinbad, he bu ilt
a dhow and set out with his wife
Mirella to discover the mysteries
of the Arabian coast.
The Ricciardis' remarkable sixmonth journey is the subject of
''The Voyage of the Mir El Lah," a
one--hour film premiering Monday,

December 11 at 8 p.m. (En• on
PBS as part of WNET/New York's
new 12-part series, TRAVELS.
Combining journeys, people and
ideas, TRAVELS offers unique perspectives on fascinating places
around the globe. Guided by travelers who share their personal,
· idiosyncratic experiences, viewers meet a variety of remarkable
people, learn about their lives and
cultures, and sample the flavors of
colorful locales. The series is hosted
by fi Im maker, writer, and explorer
John Heminway, who is also executive producer.
Exclusive corporate underwriting for TRAVELS is provided by
Lexus, the luxury division of Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. Ma-

jor funding is also provided by
public television stations.
''The Voyage of the Mir El Lah"
follows Lorenzo and Mirella Ricciardi as they sail the trade winds
from the northern end of the Persian Gulf, through the Straits of
Hormuz, down the coast of the
Arabian peninsula, to Lamu on the
coast of Kenya. Along the way,
Lorenzo faces the cha Ilenge of
sailing in unfamiliar waters with
only a compass to guide h'im, while
Mirella, a photographer, captures
the fascinating faces of "the people
of the dhow'' -- the fusion of African, Arab, and Indian cultures that
centuries of trade have brought to
the northeast African coast.
Built at a traditional Arabian

shipyard without plans, measurements, or modern tools, the Mir El
Lah (named for Mirella) sets sail
from the canals at the Shatt-alArab, at the northernmost end of
the Persian Gulf. Here, for nearly
2000 years, dhow captains have
taken on their precious cargo of
Basra dates to trade along the coast
of Africa.
Navigating without a sextant,
and with precious little knowledge of dhow sailing, Lorenzo
makes his way to open water.
Already a month behind schedule,
the Ricciardis must complete their
4000-mire journey in six months,
for in April the monsoon winds
w ill change direction and force
them back north.
Though the calm seas of the
Persian Gulf pose Iittle danger, the

70-foot Mir El Lah is in constant
peri ~ from the monstrous oi I tankers that ply the gulf's crowded
shipping lanes. ''Those tankers ...
wreck more dhows than storms or
anything," complains Lorenzo.
"They don't give you way. They
think you are just a piece of wood
and the hell with you."
Now the Mir El Lah faces a race
with the elements of nature: they
must reach their destination beforethe northwest monsoon winds
turn towards them. Lorenzo's goal
is to reach Kenya under sail power
alone, but with only 60 miles of
ocean between the Mir El Lah and
Kenya, a squall hits, signalling the
end of the trading season. Struggling with shifting winds and rough
seas, Lorenzo reluctantly starts the
motor and heads for shore.

HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Flying a IS-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.
How about you? If you're thinking
about life at Mach 2, think about Air Force ROTC
immediately. It will launch the leadership skills you'll
need as an Air Force officer - skills that will serve you for
a lifetime. FAA-approved flight lessons will get your feet off
the ground for the first time.
Start now. Contact

AIR FORCE ROfC
201-596-3626

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

Part-time
Package Handlers

GOOD THINGS
COME IN OUR
..........PACKAGE _
e Handler,
·..,..e pac\<.a9
t
art-""
n
Join us as a P what we rnea .
and you'll see
1<.age is sec.
ensation pac reat wage .
our terrihc co~begins with a 9
ond to none.

hour
ss-$9
pert'
to star .

So, if you're looking
for a great part-time iob,
.look no further.
BOUND BROOK

PARSIPPANY

Corner of Chimney Rock
Road & Rt. 28
201-563-2100
INTERVIEW HOURS:
· Mon-Fri 11 AM-3PM

799 Jefferson Road
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues & Thurs
9AM-5PM
or call 201-428-2200

SADDLE BROOK

SECAUCUS

280 Midland Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM

493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9AM - 11 AM , 4PM -8PM
Friday 9AM-11AM , 6PM-8PM

or call 201-267-2806, Voice Box® 5400
or 201-330-2315
• Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.

I
For st udents, we've got something
extra special.

1\dtion reimbursement
(up to $2,000 a semester on
selected sorts)

II After iust 6
But that's n,ot !\ig
. ible tor even
"s you re
.
rnont , , '. •·t such as.
more bene,1 s

Medical
oental
Lite insurance
Vision c;::g plan
prescription

*I

~

United Parcel Service
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Cop:O.K.Clancy, taketheboys
and surround the house. 0.1<. rabbit,
wheres Rocky? Wheres he hiding?

Rabbit: He's not in the stove! Cop:
Ho hooool!l, he's hiding in the
stove is he? Brother B.
To All T.B.S. Members: Upcoming party in December. Complete with beverages, nutrients, and
sickness. Dont's forget your hats
i3nd near different billboards! You
know it you know it know it know
it know it! Kommandant

Traci, Nevermind. Chris
D.L., Cruelty is not appropriate
here; however I have one questi on, Do you write your reviews in
ink or in venom. Sincerely, The

A.O.

Erika, 25 more days! The Eiffel
Tower won't be standing after we're
through. Angie

Terri and Steven, Come party
with Carol and the Butclothsl Love
Ya, Sharon

To Fiorello's in NYC, "Fish heads,
Fish Heads, Rolly Polly Fish Heads"
We don't want anymore f'ish heads!

Hey Sherlock! Watson is lookin
for you. She h_as five dolla jug.
Ulysses

Bill, Sorry I keep you up all the
I don't care what they say! There
time. I really enjoy talking to you. - are only 3 she devils. Besides who's
Thanks for being such a great friend! ''They" anyway. Eunice
Vanessa
Enforcer, The Giants still blow.
Lowell, Vanessa, Cindi, and Shaggy
Doreen, I just wanted to say you
guys are the best friends anyone
Brother B, "Di-a-bo-lical Sabcould ever have. Love Randi
a-tage" These Blockbuster bombs
Amy and Gina, I'm sure your don't go off unless you hit them
parents are real proud of you. By Just Right. Shaggy
the way, who's winning? Number
83
Russ.
Mo-

CLASSIFIEDSReader for a blind student is
needed. Please call 247-3767
(and leave a message 1f tha
answering machine answers.)
National Marketing Firm
seeks mature student to manage on-campus promotions for
top companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500 per semester. Must be organized, hardworking and money motivated.
Call Lisanne or Myra at (800)
592-2121
Gain valuable experience in
your field as a COUNSELOR
at Supervised Apartment Program in Union for 6 mentally
retarded aciJlts. Schedule: Wed.
3-11 PM; Fri. 3-11 PM and
Sunday 7 AM - 11 PM. Train in
independent living skills. Looking for motivated, responsible .
person interested in a creative,
rewarding experience. Training provided. Excellent benefits, competitive salary. Substitute Counselor positions also
available in Union County area.
Call June Anderson 464-8008.
ARE YOU READY TO
PARTY? If so, call Muzik
Nonstop. D.J. Helder Rebelo,
997-8388
Writers: Manuscript readers
available to read and evaluate
your work. Find out how good
you are and how you can be
better. Send Manuscript w/
SASE. To: Ketth K., 50 Manalapan Road, Spotswood, NJ
08884 R
$2 Sh
s
ates: - ort tory;
$10 - Novel

Union: Furnished sleeping
room in private home. Kitchen
privileges, ideal for student.
Within walking distance to transportation and shopping. Call
686-4973 before 1O AM and
after 4:00 PM
$$$$ HELP HELP RIDE
NEEDED FROM ROSELLE
PARK TO KEAN COLLEGE
DAILY AT 8:20 A.M . PLEASE
CALL JEANNE 1"1AJOR AT
527-2071. THANKS HEAPS.

Found on Sept. 6th: Pair
ot Helt-Rimmed gold glasses
(it was on a bench in the middle

of the quad) Contact Shazia In
509 Bartlett

For Sale - 1983 Dodge
Challenger, 2.6 liter 4 cyl. 5speed, pis, p/b, ale. c/c. Aluminum Wheels, AM/FM cassette,
premium sound w/6 spkrs,
$2,000. Call 752-5520 (leave
message)

'88 Acura lntegra LS-SE,
Black with Black and Beige
Interior, 5 spoed, fully loaded,
side moldings, gold rims, all
powered, AC, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer,- 16,000 miles,
asking $13,000 call 392-9738
after4 pm.

FOR SALE
2 Technics 1200 turntables
$550, Gemini 1100 turntable
$50, Call Chris after 3 pm 9434738, leave message.

1965 Classic Mustang white
convertible. Perfect Shape. For
specifics call 686-6221 after
5:00

Lake Palcid Ski Weekend!!
Fri. Jan 19- Sun Jan 21. $165
pp Includes: Maorcoach Transportation, All Meals, Lodging.
Discounts available. Call Anthony 743-5024 after 6 PM

1984 Blue Camaro - Big 6
Cylinder PS, PB, AC, AM-FM
Stereo Casette, excellent tires
(Rally) Overdrive, Custom
Seats. Call 686-6221 After 5 or
ext 2897 school hours

JM TYPING SERVICE:
Katharine Gibbs Graduate and
Professional Typist. Neat copy
and spelling correction. High
quality paper provided free of
charge. $2.50/page. 354-0998.
FOR SALE 1986 Chrysler
LeBaron convertible, red, white
roof, power steering, brakes,
windows, locks and roof. A/C,
AM/FM, excellent condition,
best offer, call Sue (201) 2342328.

Best Fundraisers On campus! Is y_ourfraterni!}', soro~ity
or club interested in earning. ,
I
1 I
$1,000.00 + for a_one-~eek, 19,278tochoosefrom-allsubjects
On-CampUS marketing prOJect? Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO
You must be well-organized -■II 800-351-0222
and hard working. Call Lisanne 0,• rush\ 2 00 to · iR;:!;~;~~i~~-:'::!nc•
Or Myra at (800) 592-2121
11322 Idaho A~ #206-SN.Los Angeles , CA 9002~

RIIIIRCI PIPIRI
Custom research also available- all levels

$REWARD$
If anyone has found 2 gold
rings in Bruce Hall Lounge.
Please Contact Pat at
527-6240.
GENEROUS REWARD

";-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,~WORD PROCESSING

~ "D. J.'~

Satisfaction Guaranteed
FREE Pickup/ Delivery
Word Processing Training
Free Demo Lesson
Student Discount•

Music For All Occasions
Robert Knorek
.(201) 233-6551

LOST& FOUND
Found Earring 9/28 in Quad.
If interested Contact Monica
604 Sozio

TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS?
WE CAN HELP!

IMPRINT WORD PROCESSING

(201) 763-0484

Want to sell something?
Want to hire someone? Lost or
found? Try an Independent
Classified. $7.50 for first thirty
words and thirty-five cents for
each additional word. Submit
classifieds to the Independent CC 115 by Friday at noon
for following Thursday's issue.
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Michael, Happy three year
Danny W., I'm in your Acct.
class. I can help you pass your test. . anniversary baby! I will always
Want to Study in the library. Se- : love you with all my heart, Forever
cret Admirer
yours, Maria

John and Bill, If you want to
meet me, I'll be in Sloan Lounge in
front of the Candy Store on Monday at 12:15! H
C.S., Come see us swim, supper and the.swim team. That Doesn't
mean you will catch me in the
pool. Linda

r.=======~
HELP WANTED
Waitress/Waiter: Earn
cash money; No experience necessary. Evening and weekend
positions available.
Apply in person. International House of
Pancakes, 465 N.
Broad St. Elizabeth, NJ
or Rt. 22 (center Isle).
Union, NJ

Cindi, Will we be beat? (That
sweet thing!) Lova Ya, Van
Johnny, Now my secret lover,
Will you ever be my one and only
lover? Again. Henrietta

Rod, I never see you around.
I've been waiting since the CCB The Independent wi ll refuse to run
picnic to see you. Would you like Personalsthat specifically name any
·individual(s) or group(s) in a
to see me? C.L.
derogatory fas hion. The paper ·
Bill and John, Sorry I do not do disavows personals that do not
Chrysler! But we can have a three- specifical ly name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsome in my 300ZX! Heather
sibi Iity for whatever inferences
Heather, We would like to meet readers make. No Personals with 35
you . Why don't you introduce words or more will be accepted. If
you rself to us. Believe me you you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
won't regret it. Bill-John
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
Rosanne, I think you're the noon for the following Thursday.
hottest and nicest girl in the school. Along with the Personal should be:
Come for a ride in a real man's car. 25 cents per personals, author's
If you don't, I'll cry. Bill P.S. You're ,Iame and phone #. Without either
my favorite Santa's Helper.
of these, the personal will not run.

The U.S. Census Bureau
has intern opportunities available
in connection with the 1990
Census of Population
and Housing.
There are also paid temporary
jobs available in your area.
For information call

714-7380

CENSUS "90
Equal Opportunity E....,ic,y.r

BEFORE YOU CAN
FOLLOW YOUR
DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.
. -

I

I

--=---- ------ - -c:---·-~1
__
1

.

MODELS NEEDED
FOR FREE
HAIRCUTS.
Hairstylist previewing
new looks for upcoming
hairshow. "Short
Haircuts"! Contact
Daniel Tue thru Sat.
273-4500

Doreen, Happy Birthday,
Sweetie! We love you! Vanny,
Cinci, Randi, and Lowell

-

,_ -

--

.=.-- -

-

.

---

O• •

- ·-

Men who don't register with Selective
Service aren't eligible for federal
student aid, job training, and most
federal employment. So register at
the post office within a month of
your 18th birthday. It only takes five
minutes to fill out a simple cord .

R~ister W-llh Selective Service.

It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's The Law.
A publit _.vice of 1his publi<:olion .

Need Help Solving Academic,
Business and Other Problems?
Pressed for Time?
Then Try-. THE SYMPOSIUM GROUPResearch Consultants--

Eager to assist in all areas
Call 201-438-5665

Free First Consultation
Reasonable Rates
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Co-op Jobs= Academic Credit,
Salary, WorkExperience
Job #2001, Lab Technicians, Salary: Open, Chemistry Majors
Job #2000, Jr. Accountant, Salary: Open, Accounting Majors
Job #1098, Financial Reporting intern, Salary: $9.00 Hr, Account
ing./Finance Majors
Job #1096, Marketing Support, Salary: $350/$400 Wk., Market
ing./Finance Majors
Job #1095, Programmer, Salary: $3 50/$400 Wk., Computer Sci
ence Majors
Job #1090, Public Relations Intern, Salary: None, Journalism'
English Majors
' Job #1080, Contract Analyst, Salary: $10.00 Hr., English/Journalism Majors
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Spring·Catalog Error
Mgmt Science 3030
Section 2 M/W
1 :40 p.m.
Dr. Charmichael is
NOT teaching
this class.

Job #1079, Jr. Accountant, Salary: $7.00 Hr., Accounting Majors
Job #1073, Industrial Hygienist, Salary: $400 Wk., Chemistry
Majors
Job #245, Project Assistant, Salary: $6.00 Hr., Recreation Majors
Job #244, Assistant Recreation Supervisor, Salary: $200 Wk.,
Recreation Majors
Job #237, Playground Director, Salary: $8.00 Hr., Recreation
Majors
KEAN COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATl()N PROGRAM
ROOM T-209

PHONE 527-2357

"Let's Talk".
Our O ffi ce Hours are: 9:00 - 4:30 PM Monday-Friday
Interviews: All Day - Monday-Friday
No Appointment Necessary.
NOTE: JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY

The yearbook (Memorabilia)
would like to have your
language represented in
the 1989-90 ,year.
We would appreciate
it if your could translate
the phrase below and
return it in as many
languages as possible.
Please drop your response
in the yearbook mailbox,
or in the yearbook off ice
CC-120
Phrase to be translated.
Wishing you the best in
your future ~ndeavors.

Meeting of Gay ·
People .at Kean
Date: Tues. Dec 12th
Time: 1 :40 PM
Place: Vaughn Eames
Rm 207
If you -e-'art trnt make ifbut would like
further information about the group, call
Mrs. Lumsden at 527-3114.
If she is not there, leave a message.

2nd ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
''SEAFOOD FEST''
Fresh Maine Lobster
Mussels Marinara
Steamed Clams
w/Boiled·Redskin Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Dec. 12, 13, 14 at the College Center Cafeteria
Down's Hall will be closed for dinner
Dec. 7, 11 & 13.
The College Center Cafeteria wi\\ be

open until 7 p.m. on these days.

Proud Latinos
&
The Spanish Cultural.& Social Club

PRESENT
"LA ORQUESTA JOVEN"
AND DJ's: Jose & "Jay"
at our 3rd annual

CARIBBEAN FESTIVAL
on December 9th at 8:00 P.M.

Free food will be served
.
College Center Cafeteria
Kean College of N .J.
Morris Ave., Union, N.J.
Admission:
$7 Student W/1D
$8 General Public
For More Info:
Call Karen at 354-7175
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THE COMMUTER CLUB UPDATE

...
New Jersey Hospital Public Relations and
Marketing Association
Announces

The Commuter Club would like to say Thank you! To all who said they can
make a difference and donated to the Thanksgiving Food Drive. The Drive
was such a success we have decided to extend it through the holidays. So
for those who wanted to give, but didn't now have the chance to make
another person's day. Food can be brought to the Freshman Center Room
L 107 up until December 11th.

$750.00
Student Scholarship
Open to Sophomores and Juniors
pursuing a career in Health Care Public
Relations, Journalism, Marketing or
Communications.

. THE SEASON OF GIVING: TOYS FOR CANCER CHILDREN
The rush is on. The term papers, the overdue lab reports and finals have
put all of us under pressure. Throw in the hustle and bustle of the holidays
and you have a pretty hectic and stressful time. But when it's all over we sit
down, relax and enjoy the holidays with family and friends.
This semester we are asking everyone to add one more gift to your list. The
Commuter Club together with New Student Committee, and the Peer Liaison
Club is holding a TOYS FOR CANCER DRIVE. We all know the feeling of
seeing a child's eyes light up with joy when they receive a gift. This season
extend the joy beyond our immediate circles.
Toys can be brought to the Freshman Center room L 107. Please indicate
if it is for male or female and the age group. We're collecting for ages infant
to 21 yr olds. This season reach out and turn a tear into a smile by making this
holiday season special.
This drive will continue until December 15.

LAST MEETING OF THE SEMESTER
We would like to wish everyone a happy holiday season and to say thank
you for the support we have received. Without your help this semester would
not have been as successful as it was.
·
THE COMMUTER CLUB FINAL MEETING OF THE FALL
1989 AND HOLIDAY PARTY WILL BE ON DECEMBER 12, 1989
ALLMEMBERSAREENCOURAGEDTOGETTOGETHER
ONE LAST TIME TO CELEBRATE THE END OF THE SEMESTER,
THE START OF THE HOLIDAYS, AND TO PLAN FOR AN EXCITING SPRING.

WHEN: 1:40 PM COLLEGE HOUR
WHERE: FRESHMAN CENTER ROOM L107

Kean Poetry Group
Eat Drink Relax Share
Tuesdays 6 PM Downs Hall
Sign up at the
Big Yellow Dots
LOVERS OF POEMS

Please Write Your Poem Below

Application deadline:
April 16, 1990
Winner will be notified by June 1, 1990.
For applications or more information,
please call or write:
Pamela Scott, Director of Public Relations,
The Mountainside Hospital,
Bay & Highland Avenues
Glen Ridge / Montclair, N.J. 07042

.

(201) 429 - 6133

-

KWANZAA

On December 14th the Black Student Union along with
Africana Studies will be hosting a KWANZAA Celebration.
KWANZAA is an African Christmas. It is a time when the
ancestral values and cherished traditions are celebrated. Values
and traditions which have kept African Americans strong.
KWANZAA was created in 1966 by Maulana Karenga Ph.D.,
associate Professor and Chairperson of Black Studies at California State University at Long Beach.
It is a seven-day celebration which actually begins on December 26 and ends January 1st. The word KWANZAA means "the
first fruits of the harvest" in the East African language of kiswahili.
It is a time when family and friends make a cultural output and
exchange gifts of meanings and symbols rather than extravagant gifts, these gifts may be hand made items, literature on our
heritage and books by black authors.
The blessing of KWANZAA lie in its seven fundamental principles known as Nguzo Saba in order they are:
1) Umoja - which means unity
2) Kujichagulia - which means sett determination
3) Ujima - which means collective work and responsibility
4) Ujamaa - which means cooperative economics
5) Nia - which means purpose
6) Kuumba - which means creativity
7) lmani - which means faith
Each day of the celebration is dedicated to one of the
principles and a candle is lit in honor of their meaning and worth.
The celebration will be held at 6:00 p.m. in Downs Hall Rooms
A & Band there will be a very Prestigious speaker by the name
of Dr. Asa Hilliard, holed historian and egyptologis. Also there will
be a Umoja Celebration (Unity Party) on December 15th beginning at 9:00 p.m. in the Cafeteria.
We would like to extend a hearty welcome to alll
Hotepl
Shella Trapp

INTERNSHIPS For all majors
in Washington, D.C.

WHO IS THIS?
KEAN POETRY GROUP
Tuesdays 6 PM
Downs Hall
Starting January 30th

Tell us who it is and give
us a poem by you!
First prize $10 gift cert.
Five second prizes
All entri~s submitted on this
must be signed and left on
Prof's desk or put in box
of Grub Street writer in
Willis Hall. All prizes
awarded on Jan 30th.

As a Washington Center intern (or academic seminar
student), you can get ahead. You'll have the chance to
try out what you've been reading about, gaining experience while you work In your chosen field You'll be earning college credit and meeting important people - all in
the busy heart of the nation's capitol, Washington, D.C.
The Washington Center can arrange Internships In
almost every field Imaginable, so whether you're In the
Arts or Zoology, Communications or Computers, we
can find something to Interest you. We also offer
exciting and enlightening two and three week seminars
on several different subjects. The Washington Center.
Give us a call; we have something good to tell you.
Helping over 14,000 college students for the past fifteen
years. All faculty and students are Invited to seek
further lnfonnatlon on this credit earning, full semester
or summer program, Including the possibility of tuition
waivers, from Dr. Howard Rubin (J-105); 527-2069.
There Is also a special scholarshlp placement
potentlally available for a Kean. College student with the
National Holocaust Memorial Commission during the
Spring, 1990 semester. This scholarship would Include
full payment of program fees, housing and tuition as
well as an additional stipend. To apply, contact
Dr. Rubin no later than December 14, 1989
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LACROSSE CLUB
Tuesdays, in D'Angola Gymnasium 1:40 - 3:00 P.M.
Open to all Kean Students
You need sneakers
You can borrow a stick at D'Angola
Object: Have fun, improve stick skills!!
1989-90 Kean College Cougars Ice Hockey Schedule
A

12/10

(SUN)

Delaware Cgunty

Skatium

11 :45 AM

A

1/18

(THU)

Stony Brook

Nassau Col. (Long Island)

6:30

A

1/20

(SAT)

Delaware County

Saktium

11 :45 AM

H

1/22

(MON)

Kings Pt.

Warinaco

8:30

H

1/29

(MON)

Maritime

Warinaco

8:30

A

2/4

(SUN)

Montclair State

Mc Kay Park (Englewood, NJ)

10:30

H

2/12

(MON)

Stony Brook

Warinaco

8:30

A

2/17

(SAT)

Maritime

Mitchell Field

9:00

H

2/19

(MON)

Wagner

Warinaco

6:00

H

2/26

(MON)

New Paltz

Warinaco

8:30

KEAN COLLEGE
Communication - Help Center
HOT LINE
(201) 289-2101
(201) 527-2360
(201) 527-2330
Monday thru Friday
Saturday thru Sunday
9a.m. -12:00am
2p.m. -12:00am
Have a Problem?
Want to Rap?
INFORMATION and REFERRALS

Catholic Mass

Association Of
Indian
Students

A.l.s.

Every Sunday

Meetings every Tuesday
at 1 :40 in
______;._ _ _ __

7 p.m. Downs Hall
RoomB

Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.

(Hutchinson) J-135

KEAN IV CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Invites you to join us
Tuesdays in J-142 at 1:40pm.
We are a non denominational
group whose sole purpose it to
lift up the name of Jesus.
We will be looking
forward to seeing you IIII

"BRITISH LITERATURE AT ITS SOURCE"
December 26, 1989 - January 14, 1990
• (a 3 credit English elective)
The English Department will sponsor its sixteenth annual mid-semester literary tour to England
and Scotland with optional week-end trips to Dublin, Ireland and Paris.

1.

INVIEW Invades The Campus
INVIEW, a publication for women has been placed in
strategic areas on the campus. A unique magazine published by Whittle Communications has been distributed.
under the guidance of the Kean College Professional
Women's Association according to the President, Dr. Ann
Walko who is also the Assistant to the Vice-President for
Academic Affairs.
Walko, active in a number of women's organization around
the state, feels the magazine deals with issues facing
young women today.
Students can pick up a copy of the INVIEWin the following
offices :
Special Programs - Adm. Bldg - 2nd floor
Placement Office - East campus
Library - Main and East Campus
Student Affairs in Student Center
Academic Advisement - Adm. Bldg - 1st floor
Evening Office - J-100
Counseling Center - Student Services Bldg.
Dr. Walko also. tla~ePPlic9 tions.torThe First Annual lnview
Awards which will provide Kean College women a chance
to gain National Recognition for Achievement beyond the
classroom.
lnview, in association with Maybelline cosmetics, will present awards of $2,500 each to a total of ten college women.
Applications can be picked up in T-209.

A.ts.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The Tour includes:
a. Lodging and continental breakfasts at the Tavistock Hotel
in London and hotels in Edinburgh, Scotland and York.
b. Transportation to and from Gatwick Airport to London
~ndretum)
.
c. A Brit Rail Pass for unlimited travel in England, Scotland
and Wales.
d. Scheduled day trips to Bath, Chaucer's famous city, Canter
bury; Cambridge University (the Samuel Papy's Library);
Rochester (where Dickens wrote several novels).
Note: There will be guided tours and lectures in these cities
e. Ample free time for individual sightseeing, theater, museums,
ballet, opera, discos, concerts, etc.
Tuition is $182.25 for 3 credits.
Non-credit fee is $100.00
Total cost excluding tuition is $1445.00
There will be minor additional fees for guided tours, museums,etc.
If interested fill out attached form and submit to
Professor Sidney Krueger, Kean College,

Union,NJ 07083 (527-2298) or 2093.

Name

Address
Phone (home)

SS#
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By Robert Seaman
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Milo
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By Daniel Helm
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Physic.s?

Last Week's

PUZZLE SOLUTION

o __
~ __

0

Hare

By Xians Comics

..----Weekly Crossword - By Gerry Frey

"HALLs OF IVY"
ACROSS

I

?

1 Colltgt 11t1d
14
5 Colltgt near Allllny , NY
10 Ftl1in ocaslon
l-,1-:7 +-+--+-14 101 IOf kttp ing plllS
15 In I dilllcuil situallon:
wit11 •u, lht "
11 Loni 111rntin poem
17 lblli11 mountain
11 Fragralll oil
11 Cily in Al1slt1
20 Colltgt In Ntw
Brunswick. NJ
Z2 · come _ _ _ · : SMU
41
lnvilt
24 Par lici paled at lht dini1t
111111

25
26
29
30
34

BiOIOCJ iCII clauilicaliOft
Ertnl lire

One of LIJ 's dogs
Is 111t1d of lht pack
bucks: In lht
money
35 Co111 Enc .
341 Tont deafness
37 Slit's "Swttl IS 1pplt
cidl "
31 follows • HYPO ": lrT
40 Follows "CAV": ROI
41 P11ty·s 1ll11
43 Tootll holdtr
44 Colltgt near Olun , NY
(nicknamtl
45 Cum laudt tg .
41 • T111 Swttlhttrl of
_ ma Chi"
47 Univ. of Miami 111m
nidlnamt
41 lariat (nr. l
50 Fama.a lruin
51 SRO partlcipanl
54 Colltgt in Oublln
51 Poutu
59 Pul lht lop blcll on
61 Stl adrift
62 Soviet mountain range
63 Pimento holdtr
'4 Stench
65 WIii Ch1mbtrf1 ln, tg
61 Bruk oft
17 Cub scout groups

51

,i

65
.__...__.__.__

DOWN
1 lama!
2 Ides of Man:h wonls
3 D1d'11il1tr
4 Colltgt n11r TIit Fails
5 frigllltn
I TIit IMTs. INDs and

7 Follows "STR ":
Thoraughflrt
I Cluntr
I Collt1t in Ohio
1D Coiltgt n11r
l1tni1, NY
11 • _ _ Oftyou · :
Witches cunt
12 Cily in Ptru
13 "Top Guns ·
21 Juin 11 tht Sotllonnt
23 Coiltgt in Oklahoma
25 Colltgt In Alhtns , Ga .
21 Coilttt In
Northhampton, Ma .
27 Tlj ulnt Ptltr
21 Encore
29 Hall I bray
31 N141tlvtly charged
particle

32 Ms . Clllmbtrs of Chetrs
33 Ubangi women
35 HIii i dlnct
36 Goal
31 Ellllul1d
31 Pollet ID Photo
42 Coiltgt hi9h abon
C1yu91'1 waters
44 Colltgt In NYC:
Columbi. 111111111
41 "Kalt id-opt ": Author
47 Dernier _ : Llltl1
fashion
4' AYilliH prtflltl
50 Direct
51 Cloud
52 Scarltf'I plact
53 Gr1ndp1renlll
54 Follows "DIREC "
and "NARRA"
55 Undemanding words
56 Adoltsctlll
57 Natters
1G Ms. Ullmann
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Mens Basketball

Ice Hockey
Dec. 10
Away

Dec. 8
Away

Six Athletes Named MVP By Kean Alumni
A total of six student-athletes
that played major roles in the
success of their respective teams
during the ,rerently-concluded 1989
Fall sports season were accorded
Most Valuable Player honors by
• the Kean College Alumni Association at a recent dinner.
It is now the third year that the
Alumni Association is sponsoring
these awards. The association is

an independent organization within
the school that assists--with the
help of voluntary donations from
former Kean students-the college
in providing scholarships and
departmental grants.
In men's soccer, the recipient
was Greg Bajek, a returning Div. 3
All-American, who led the team in
scoring with 10 goals and 15 assists for 35 points. The 1 5 assists

set a new single-season school
record, breaking the old mark of
13 by Nick D'ambrosio in 1984.
Bajek's play and productivity helped
Kean to claim a new, record-setting 19-5 season and the Eastern
College Athletic Conference (ECAO
Div. 3 Metro N.Y.-N.J. championship.
Sue Stumpf, a senior goalie who
went 9-2-2 and received credit for

Cougar
Hoopsters
Split
I
By James Reilly
After dropping two tough games
at the University of California-San
Diego Invitational Tournament, the
Kean men's basketball team split a
pair of conference matches, an 8975 loss at Trenton State and an
impressive 100-74 victory against
Rutgers-Newark in their home
opener.
The Cougars, after losing 81-75
to Occidental and 126-1 09 to UCal-San Diego, limped home to
face Trenton State on Wednesday
for their first conference game.
Hoping to snap a personal 21 game
losing streak to the arch-rival Lions,
Kean had to play without the services of their 6'4" junior standout,
Herman Alston, who injured an
ankle on Monday.
Despite keeping it close throughout Kean succumbed to Trenton's
superior inside game with 6 16" 215
lb. senior center Kevin Broderick
leading the way for the Lions with
17 points and 7 rebounds. Kean's

David Burks, a 6'3" sophomore
forward out of Hillside, led the
Cougard with 21 points in the loss.
But the home opener was a
different story as they bounced
back with a lop-sided 100-74 victory over Rutgers-Newark at Kean
on Saturday night. Spurred on by
the return of Alston the Cougars
raced out to a 1 0-3 lead at the start
with sophomore center Ryan Marsh
converting some nice feeds from
guard Tom Williams.
Rutgers fought back though, and
it wasn't until two minutes were
left in the half that Kean began to
pull away. At 2:07 Tom Williams
hit one of his five 3-pointers to
give the Cougars a 45-38 lead.
Then Alston hit one of his own and
Williams wrapped up the half in
style with a great twisting drive to
the hoop to give Kean a 50-43 halftime lead.
The teams traded baskets to
start the second half until junior
guard Eric George started a 1 5-3
spurt in which the Cougars put the

game away. George made anice
drive and was fouled to make a
three point play and Kean had a 10
point lead . Then a couple of 3pointers by Alston and' Tom Williams, sandwiched around a monster slam by junior forward Nate
Williamswhich ignited the crowd,
gave the Cougars the lead for good.
Coach Kornegay was pleased
with the win and feels the team is
improving their outside shooting.
"We're a good perimeter shooting
team", Kornegay said, "Alston's our
main guy but Tommy (Williams)
and (David) Burks can shoot."
Saturday nights game attested
to that as Tom Williams, the 6'2"
170 lb. guard out of Elizabeth, was
on fire making 8 of 10 shots from
the field including a torrid 5 of 6
from three point range.
Kean will try to continue its
winning ways in upcoming games
against Jersey City, Ramapo, and
Glassboro next week, with a healthy
Alston and a hot-shooting Tom
Williams leading the way.

despite missing three matches due
to an ankle injury at the start of the
season, was on hand to record an
overall record of 6-2 at third, fourth
and fifth singles. The Cougars finished with a 3-8 record.
"We're very proud of our student-athletes, both for themselves
Both Lucy Crespo and Sue Bishop and for the institutipn," said Carowere award winners for the vol- line Jolly, the Kean Alumni Affairs
leyball team, which went 25-10 director. "We're glad to have the
and 4-2 in NJAC play. Finally, opportunity to reward them for
Leah Buono was the choice for their contributions to Kean athletMVP in women's tennis. Buono,- ics."
eight of the team's record-setting
12 shutouts, won MVP honors in
women's soccer, while Heather
Hill of Branchville was the hon'oree in field hockey. Hill led the 86-1 Cougars in scoring with seven
goals and,three assists for 17 points.

Kean Swimmers Take #3
Just like last year, the Kean
Co]lege swimming team has gotten off to a 3-0 start, with the latest
win being a solid 135-81 victory
over visiting Montclair State last
Tuesday, Nov. 28, in Union. It is
the second straight year that Kean
has beaten the Red Hawks; prior to
last year, the Cougars had never
prevailed against MSC.
In all, Kean won nine events,
with two of the first-place finishes
belonging to sophomore Amy
Bowen who won the SO-yard freestyle in 26.98 and the 100-yard
butterfly in 1:09.89. Senior diver
Christine Moe also won two events,
including the required one-meter
dive with a new school mark of
132.80, breaking Heidi Becker's
five-year-old record of 130.50. Moe
also captured the optional dive
with a score of 162.55.
Another highlight for Kean came
when the 200-medley relay squad
of Bowen, Linda Clark, Trish
McGuire and Pam Lawrence placed

Women Shooters Are On The Rebound
By Joseph Buda
Eight players are coming back
from last year's 24-5 New Jersey
Athletic Conference Championship
women's basketball team. The
Cougars are ready to compete in
what promises to be another super-competitive season in 198990 conference play.
Although graduation has claimed
two of last year's standouts, senior
co-captains Mary Beth Ryan and
Eleanor Wykpicz, there are many
key returning players such as senior guard Vermell Jacobs and senior front-line players Kris Augustine
and Maggi Brown.
These veteran players, combined
with other key returnees, and a
superb recruitment of freshman
newcomers could help the Cougars to their eighth consecutive
NJAC title.
"I think we can challenge for
the conference championship if
the players reach their potential,'\
said Kean fourth-year head coach
Rich Wi Ison, who holds a 72-1 7
overall record since claiming the
position from Pat Hannisch, Kean's
associate athletic director. "I don't
think we'll be able to replace the

Veronica Rice, who claimed nearly
half of the Cougar's rebounding
total last year will play a significant part in that category again as
well as in scoring.
Returning to the paint will be
the likes of Kelley Anne Whelan,
'We're looking to keep our style
StaciWeinerman,Alice Regan and
of play pretty much the same,"
Jeralyn Lawrence, players who will
continued Wilson in reference to
continuously be moved in and out
Kean's well-known fast breaking
of the lineup. All of them will
pressing game that has brought so
contribute greatly to the Cougar
much success in past seasons.
attack this season. Alyse Fortune,
"We're a bigger team than we've who missed almost all of last seabeen in the past. We've got good son due to injury, will also be in
height at the forward and center uniform.
positions. And I'm hoping that we'll
Kristen Chaparian, Rebecca
be able to control the boards and Greer, Amy Gubitos, Cathy Harun the fast-break better than we yden, Jennifer Lombardi and Lynn
have in the past."
Odell are all freshman recruits and
Jacobs, a 5'7" shooting guard will look to aid the Cougar attack.
from Ocala, Fla. was an NJAC First These freshman recruits are vital
Team selection in the 1988-89 to Cougar posterity in the NJAC.
season. The team's leading scorer
"I think the conference is belast year, Jacobs is a player who coming very balanced,• noted
has always complimented the Kean Wilson. "I think if you look at the
Style of play with her fast-paced results of the games last year, every
play-making ability. She will defi- team in the conference has imnitely be ail important person in proved. So this year, every game, I
the Cougar line-up. You can be think, will be a hard fought game,
sure that the ball will be in her which will make every team that
hands during the clutch situations. , plays past the conference better
The trio of Augustine, Brown, and prepared."

things that Eleanor and Mary Beth
Ryan did, so I see us being a team
where our scoring's going to be
much more balanced, and w ith
many more players scoring more
than they had to in the past."

Indy Sports Needs Writers

Call 355-0174/X2339

first with a time of 2:12.6. Clark, a
sophomore from Livingston, also
won the 200-yard individual medley
in 2:33.04.
Despite his team's good start,
head coach Bruce Essing is concentrating more on this Wednesday's (Dec. 6) home meet with
William Paterson than anything
else right ·now. The Pioneers have
beaten Kean throughout each of
the last several years, including by
a 169-90 margin last December in
Wayne.
"Well, we've had the luxury of
just having one meet a week for
the last three weeks,• said Essing,
whose team has four meets remaining before the holiday break,
including the WPC match. "But
now, we're going to have two meets
a week. We feel that William Paterson is going to be our first very
good test.
"We're going to see how we
can match up against them. It's
going to be a tight contest, I hope."

Swimming
Date

Opponent

Site

November
A
17 Iona
Al
18 Mets Relays
A
21 St. Elizabeth
H
28 Montclair*
December
1,2 NJAIAW Championship A
H
6 William Paterson*
A
9 Rutgers-Camden*
Glassboro*
H
12
A
16 Brooklyn
January
H
12 Hunter
A
18 Seton Hall
A
23 St. Francis
H
26 Queens
H
30 New Rochelle
February
H
1 USMMA
A
.3 Trenton*
A
6 St. Peter's
AZ
9-11 Mets Championship
A3
15,16 NJAC Championship
1
At Iona
2
AtUSMMA
3 At Trenton
*New Jersey Athletic Conference Meets
Coach: Bruce Essing

Time

6p.m.
TBA
5p.m.
6p.m.
TBA
6p.m.
1 p.m.
6p.m.
3p.m.
6p.m.
6p.m.
6p.m.
6p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
lp.m .
6p.m.
TBA
TBA

